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1. Summary: The Deputy Secretary, and later S/NIS 
Ambassador Collins, met with Armenian FM Arzoumanyan 
February 28. The Deputy Secretary hoped that with three 
strong countries in the chair, we could make progress on 
resolving the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict peace this 
year. He sought Arzoumanyan's views on next steps. 
Arzoumanyan asserted that the bilateral channel was no 
longer usable and proposed a "three plus three" format, 
but backtracked quickly when the Deputy Secretary and 
Amb. Collins objected; he fell back to a position of 
waiting to see whether the Azerbaijanis could come up 
with peace proposals. Arzoumanyan sought U.S. help in 
opening the Turkish-Armenian border; he was concerned 
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that plans for regional transportation links might 
bypass Armenia. The Deputy Secretary declared U.S. 
willingness to use our good offices to help Armenia and 
Turl*i improve relations. End Summary._ 

2. - Tc.}- The Deputy Secretary met Arzoumanyan for 45 
minutes February 28, after which Arzoumanyan continued 
the discussion for another hour with Amb. Collins. Also 
present on the Armenian side were MFA spokesperson Arsen 
Gasparian, Armenian Ambassador tothelU.S.- Shugaryan and 
his DCM Tatoul Markarian. Sitting in on the U.S. side 
were S/NIS Herbst, EUR/CASA Young, S/NIS/RA Remler and D 
staffer Goldberg. EUR/CASA Mayhew also sat in on the 
meeting with Ambassador Collins.- 

The Deputy Secretary repli-O'A4tia:!3±341-2i§:n-pg—
the right format. Now is not the 
Stepanakert into the Yerevan-Baku iii:WO-4;-'17: 
reduce progress. 'Though acutely r'41*t64.:§fegire_   
workings of Armenian democracy, it7i4A6Thp-&1-.the-GOAleia:: 
prepare public opinion for compromi'ie'c' 317-fdrithaf 17=7 
would not lead public opinion to 4 iriffoillk0edf ige= , 
Collins added that presidents Alilieiranetdr eir40 77: 
must take some basic decisions,-an-d7that-means -tlie = 
bilateral channel. Stepanakert has a role in the Minsk 
Group, but trying to inject the NK Armenians into the 
bilateral channel would inject an argument that is not 
about substance and would set us back another six 

3. -(6.)._ The Deputy Secretary -led:off:by stressiqg„„that„ 
the U.S. wants to make.amateriAILdi-fiesepce.in7effOiii 
to resolve the Nagorno-Karabakh- conflict.' He would hold 
discussions on it next week.in PAris and Moscow, 
capitals of the other co-chairs. The troika was not a 
bad outcome. We could make the-most-of our relations 
with France, and we could use -the -troika in- a positive 
sense to test the proposition that_the.U.S., and Russia—
can genuinely cooperate on a-regiOnArconflidt-di6se- t6---
the Russian Federation. How did Arzoumanyan_see_the. 
coming challenge? 

_ 

4. --fey- Arzoumanyan replied it woi4=1*,.difgAPUlt o 0___ 
—3 

on with. talks in the bilateral charifigit'It'Wee--
difficult domestically, the NK leadership was jealous, 
and the Azerbaijanis have not prov4ed the_pr9mise4_ 
paper embodying their proposals. li_Iguiraganifaid-1111W--   - 
could only proceed with NK Armeniah-patticipation.--He 
proposed a "three plus three" formgt (c1,..S.,„„Rusejal
France, Azerbaijan, Armenia, NK). "" r"-   7 
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months. (Collins stressed these points, and gave 
greater detail, in his subsequent meeting with 
Arzoumanyan.) 

6. -Oth Arzoumanyan backtracked. He stressed the need 
for an Azerbaijani interlocutor who had a "100 percent 
mandate" from Aliyev, "But shuttling around to European 
capitals to exchange general ideas is no longer 
acceptable." He noted that the Armenian MFA would be 
more active on NK under his stewardship, and that he was 
ready to meet "my good friend" Azerbaijani FM.Hasanov to - 
discuss the issue. Later, with Collins,:Arzoumanyan _ 
said that an Azerbaijani paper would_help _ 
bilateral channel; Yerevan could consult closely with- _ 
Stepanakert on it. 

7. -(-c)--Arzoumanyan did not, however,_ rule out_a__ 
renewal of the demands that NK 
Collins meeting he said the NK Armenians, having 
occupied so much of Azerbaijan's territou,,felt,ityas 
up to Azerbaijan to come to them and talk before_they_ 
would compromise. In Armenia, too,_-:it
Azerbaijan considers NK to be part=_-ots-itself4, ancIthe-_4M-____, _ 
Armenians to be rebellious Azerbaijanii=citizens, 
Azerbaijan should sit down and talk,with wthem,las,_, =_ 
governments did all over the world,- 

8. A discussion on Iran (septel) Jed Arzoumanyan 41-

to make the point that Armenia neededwalternatjmeg. t e,_;,i,,,,, , 
need the border with Turkey." The,DeputyiSecretaryra ,17,- Ime- m, jewa„.7.721az; - 
replied that the problem had many dimensions_..*,0TheTurkinv.4. 
had significant interests and coulclaRlay„al;r4e,.„,-ije,. ;-,„-,i-.;--. .„:,_ 
wanted better relations between Axm . - enia and-,TurkOyc,,,and1::  _ 
our good offices could be useful tosl-that„-end.LtIlle,-, „nruz -T „,e—
Deputy Secretary remained in closei, touch,w4.th-7-the--e,Tukk i, 
especially with U/S Oymen. 

5. C 711,&, 1;i-7,ptaty Seci a.y H-441 ed ticwt 
9. —my— Arzoumanyan renewed this point,later,with: 
Collins. He recounted his talks with,FM: er,Cill . 
including her offer to open free trade,if,Armenia_would,,., „ 
recognize the Lisbon principles (Comment:,, it is,,not, L 41 

clear that this offer, if in fact made,:ilas.anofficial, ! 
Turkish position. End Comment). Arzoumanymvnote&that -7. 
he had said this would be difficult for-Armenia, since -----
it had just rejected them, although-just.three_days-ago 
in Parliament the government announced that a solution 
must be based on compromise. 

10. - (-c)-- The Turks, Arzoumanyan continued, were under 
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pressure from their business community. He observed 
that Turkey has signed an agreement with Georgia to lay 

"157 km of track to bypass Armenia. Arzoumanyan had told 
the Turks that this would be expensive, and in any case 
the climate would make the new line inoperable for four 
months of the year. Turkey wouldn't need the.line if it 
opened its border with Armenia. Armenia was ready to 
offer its rail system to transport Turkish aid to 
Azerbaijani refugees. But the Turks did not respond. 

11. 1-c-)-- Collins replied that Armeni-a?rhad_a-strong- __,-„,__,:_-.____ •_ 
interest in being included in regionalAevelopment.- - 

Development would be distorted 
way through the political problems-z---=f7Amb-7-_Col-lins. - - 77 - - -  
pointed out that 1997 would be- a -year -of-,decisions on 
pipelines and transportation. If Armenia were not in a 
position to participate in regionaIl_developm-ent it 
would be costly to Armenia, and 

12. -fel—Collins asked about the_dynanlica_of_thobe___ 
working on NK policy in Moscow.-_-ArzoumanyanE-asked17-, 
whether Pastukhov would assume_theMinsk=Conference --
Co-Chair. He s a id P a s tukhov was a 
bureaucrat" who enjoyed good relationsr,:With eltsin'!fand-E7-7-1-n_-___±t:"____::________=_T..=7; 
could sometimes see Yeltsin withoutil7Rrimakovpresent : 
Pastukhov also had good relations-141ththe erba-ijani----_-,=----------r-= ---
ambassador to Moscow; they spent a lot of time together 
drinking and eating shashlik. The Armenians. deal:-...with, 1,11 
Yukalov on a daily basis, but the bestR-Rusaianiekperti-s, 
still Kazimirov, even though he is:-TROWi-ifiCaSta;.4kica -7-,,. :-
Retired Ambassador to Egypt Agopov,vendvitanitadvis_on to-Vulem iLa wany j () 
Primakov, is also a player, as is Serbvli.-stlieehair:;of -',:,- ;`..,-; 
the Armenian-Russian economic commIssion;." :" 

11474" o 
13. -let-- Collins said we must in anyif.caseengageN c3 -l_c'uch 
Primakov. He noted that we were developing_lidea 
own to give the Deputy Secretary. The question was how 
best to approach matters of substance. ODne_TcouldLaTyrill gid 
present an entire plan, or one couldcwcirk-onaTone .t.7M 
at a time. One could work on a corepackagelof:-tough--
issues, or one could take up issuesamenable4to. 
discussion in separate working groups,.,__7. What thought . 
did Armenia have on approaching substance,Tand3what 
comments did it have on the Russiat,,,,paper?.,...,..,, , 

-7= E.
14. -4.et-- Arzoumanyan said that although Armenia could 

/ work with the Russian paper, it put Azerbaijan's 
territorial integrity first, and "If you show . that to 
Robert (Kocharyan), he'll. throw the whole paper out. In 

- CONFTIMPITTIM3--
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engaging NK, you must be careful not to give them things 
immediately that they will reject; you must_save them , 
until later." He suggested that the best elements witk 
which to start off involved the security of-NK. 

15. --(-G4- Collins ended with a request that President 
Ter Petrossian think through the significance of the 
troika. Before, there was only one government with both 
interests in the region and majpr responsibility in the 
Minsk Group. Others had interesii,'-but not- the 
responsibility. Now, three important countries--with-------- ---
important interests also had responsibilities.-There-- -- -  
was a growing constellation of interes:Es:pinf7theTUISyn r E144--stz - -._; 
France and Russia to push the parties.____Ter:-Petrossian-
should not be blind-sided: the-re-wi-1-1=15-64iie-66-ui The---1-
U.S. wanted to work with the GOAM,to-inject.some.. .,____ 
creativity into the negotiations andlenergize=-reat—t-----,-----f=t---- 
movement. However, the U.S..wouldk-iin-sAat,that7-the m,„ 
parties accept responsibility for their agreements; the 
solution, in the end, must come from_the_parties-. - 
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